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Abstract: Electrical systems are subjected to a wide range of power quality problems which interrupt production processes. Equipment sensitivity may lead to downtime scrap and capacity losses. Also, good power quality saves more energy and money. One approach to address voltage sag problem is by implementing Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) as it gives compensation to sag, swell, improves the line regulation and restores load voltage within a few milliseconds. DVR are a relatively new static VAR device that has seen applications in a variety of distribution and transmission applications. Due to its miniaturization, and cost reliability it includes fast dynamic response. This proposal presents modelling, analysis of voltage sags and correction of power factor for improved power quality using MATLAB/SIMULINK which includes as PI Controller and Discrete PWM generator for the control purpose of DVR.
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1. Introduction

Power quality is the ability of electrical equipment to operate in a satisfactory manner. With ever-increasing use of sophisticated controls and equipment in industrial, commercial, institutional, and governmental facilities, the continuity, reliability and quality of electrical service has become extremely crucial to many power users. Over the past decade, the amount of electronic equipment such as PCs, process controllers, ASD has increased dramatically. As electronic equipment become more powerful and versatile, the potential for power problems also increased. This results rise in harmonics on power systems (Pedro, 2009; Bhasha, 2020). So any power issues exhibit in voltage, frequency, or current deviations that result in breakdown or disoperation of the consumer apparatus can be classified into power quality problem. In order to deliver pure and clean power i.e. pure sinusoidal voltage waveform, FACTS devices are used. Many FACTS devices are being used in electrical network, some of them are, Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC), Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC) etc. In actual process FACTS apparatus were designed for the transmission system and it can be used in distribution system also, named as Custom Power Devices. Some commonly used Custom Power Devices are: Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), Distribution Static Synchronous Compensator (DSTATCOM), and Active Filter (AF) etc. With the help of these devices the quality problems are improved to great extents (Nielsen, 2005; ChinnamahammadBhasha, 2020). Due to its fast response, DVR is considered as one of the most effective and efficient power custom devices distribution systems has lots of power quality issues example, swell, sag, transients, etc. but voltage sag is the serious disorder which is mainly due to transients (ChinnamahammadBhasha, 2020; Deepthi, 2019). In order to check voltage sag and voltage swell in distribution system DVR is one of the effective and efficient custom power devices.

1.1 The Working of the project

DVR is a solid-state power electronics switching device consisting of either GTO or IGBT, a capacitor bank as a energy storage device and injection transformers (Anita Pakharia, 2012). The 230 V, single phase supply is stepped down to 12 V by means of a step-down transformer and cascaded tapping transformers to meet the need. The incoming stepped down voltage waves comprises of harmonics. These harmonic components are filtered by means of an LC circuit comprising of a Toroid coil acting as an inductor and parallel Electrolytic capacitors. 5V of the stepped down voltage is fed to the pic Microcontroller which generates the PWM signal for the DVR. The pic microcontroller is connected to the TLP250 Opto coupler driver circuit comprising of transistors and Zener diode which amplifies the 5V PWM pulses to 12 V for the MOSFET switch (Saikumar, 2016; Eashwaramma, 2018; Garikapati, 2020). During normal operating condition, the DVR injects only a small voltage to compensate for the voltage drop of the injection transformer and device losses. However, when voltage sag occurs in the distribution system, the DVR control system calculates and synthesizes the voltage required to maintain output voltage to the load by injecting a controlled voltage with a certain magnitude and phase angle into the distribution system to the critical load. The instantaneous power factor of the end load is displayed in a 16x2 LCD display (Kanwar, 2016; Rao, 2016; Garikapati, 2021; Pavan, 2020).

2. Literature survey
2.1 Existing System

The present transmission system cannot be easily extended due to limited resources. Therefore, the expansion in transmission capacity is a viable solution. Transmission lines are not being fully utilized due to some limiting factors affecting the loading capability of the transmission line (Gandhi, 2017). These factors are perceived as the thermal limit, dielectric, and stability. FACTS controllers can control power and enhance the usable capacity of present lines. The FACTS controllers enable the power to flow through line under normal conditions and when subjected to faults and allow a line to transport power close to its thermal ratings. DVR is used on the distribution feeder to protect the load from faults due to the voltage sags and voltage swells. DVR is mounted in series with the load, and a battery energy storage system (BESS) is connected with a transformer and inverter are also connected with DVR, which compensates the active and reactive power requirement for the reduction in voltage sags and voltage swells. For the voltages stability, DVR injects voltage into the distribution system, the DVR to the system through the transformer (Nielsen, 2005; Arunkarthikeyan, 2020). DVR is the FACTS device, which compensates the disturbances like the voltage sags, swells, and voltages harmonics from the loads. DVR injects the voltages in series with the transmission lines and injects a small number of voltages in normal conditions (Arunkarthikeyan, 2021; Balamurugan, 2018). But, when a disturbance occurs, DVR calculates the voltages required to protect the load through the sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) (Laxmi, 2017). Then after those voltages are injected in the system to maintain the situation. In the steady-state, DVR either absorbs or delivers the active or reactive power, but when a disturbance occurs, DVR delivers or absorbed the active or reactive power from the dc-link.

2.2 Proposed system

The aim of this work is to design and implement a Power factor improvement circuit for various transmission line faults using high speed driver circuits that drives the DVR control units and periodic monitoring of power factor and to display the same.

2.3 Block diagram:

2.4 Hardware Used

- The elements of this work include:
❖ AC Source (Input source)
❖ TLP250-Opto coupler Driver circuit
❖ DSPIC30F2010- Microcontroller circuit
❖ IRF840N-MOSFET
❖ 230-12 V Step down and tapping transformer
❖ Toroid coil and Electrolytic capacitors (LC Circuit)
❖ 16 X 2 LCD Display

1) The AC source is the input supply acting as source 1 and if needed another AC supply from a solar source can be taken for to evaluate double line faults.

2) To power the pic microcontroller, 5 V from the stepped down voltage is fed to it. This MC board generates PWM signals for the single phase 180 degree conduction mode inverters having four MOSFET transistors in two legs.

3) The MC board powers the Optocoupler driver circuit comprising of Zener diode, and transistors which amplifies the 5V to 12 V for energizing the Single-phase inverter circuit.

4) A MOSFET switch operate in 180 degree and does the necessary voltage sag compensation.

5) The 16 x 2 LCD display monitors and displays the power factor

3. Simulation and Results

![Simulation model of test system with DVR](image)

**Figure 3.** Simulation model of test system with DVR

![Distorted Load Voltage waveform before compensation](image)

**Figure 4.** Distorted Load Voltage waveform before compensation
4. Advantages

1. The proposed system provides the voltage regulation and harmonics reduction for various line faults
2. DVR with four leg inverters is used to protect sensitive electric load from power quality problems such as voltage sag, swell, unbalance and distortions.

The DVR can restore the load voltage within a few milliseconds and provides controllable voltage source.

5. Conclusion

DVR is proposed as the most note-worthy device to enhance the quality of power and proved to be a useful and well performing device. Through the platform of MATLAB/Simulink, a simulation of DVR with a power circuit is carried out by structuring and modelling of the control circuit and power system with a sensitive load. The DVR is implemented with the test system and investigated with and without DVR.
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